Introduction 56
Real-life listening is characterized by the concurrence of sound sources that 57 compete for our attention (Cherry, 1953 However, with few exceptions, these two proposed neural filter 85 strategies have been studied independently of one another (but see Kerlin et al., 86 2010) . Also, they have often been studied using tasks that are difficult to relate 87 to natural listening situations (Lakatos et al., 2016; Henry et al., 2017) . We thus 88 lack understanding whether or how modulations in (lateralized) alpha power, 89 presumably arising from domain-general networks involving parietal cortex, and 90 the neural tracking of attended and ignored speech in wider auditory cortex 91 interact in the service of successful listening behavior. At the same time, few 92 studies using more real-life listening and speech-tracking measures were able to 93 explicitly address the functional relevance of the discussed neural filter 94 strategies, that is, their immediate consequences for speech comprehension 95 success (but see Mesgarani and Chang, 2012) . 96
In the present EEG study, we aim at closing these gaps by leveraging the 97 statistical power and representativeness of a large, age-varying participant 98
sample. We use a novel dichotic listening paradigm to enable a synoptic look at 99 concurrent changes in alpha power and neural speech tracking at the single-trial 100 level. More specifically, our linguistic variant of a classic Posner paradigm 101 (Posner, 1980 ) emulates a challenging dual-talker listening situation in which 102 speech comprehension is supported by two different listening cues (Alavash et 103 al., 2018) . These cues encourage the use of two complementary cognitive 104 strategies to improve comprehension: A spatial-attention cue guides auditory 105 attention in space, whereas a semantic cue affords more specific semantic 106 predictions of upcoming speech. Previous research has shown that the sensory 107 analysis of speech and, to a lesser degree, the modulation of alpha power are 108 influenced by the availability of higher-order linguistic information ( Based on the neural and behavioral results, we focused on four research 115 questions (see Fig. 1 ). 116
First, we predicted that informative listening cues should increase 117 speech comprehension success: These cues allow to deploy auditory selective 118 attention (compared to divided attention), and to generate more specific 119 (compared to only general) semantic predictions, respectively. 120
Secondly, we asked how the different cue-cue combinations would 121 modulate the two key neural measures-alpha power lateralization and neural 122 speech tracking. We hypothesized that selective (compared to divided) 123 attention should increase the strength of alpha power lateralization and neural 124 tracking of the to-be-attended speech signal, respectively. 125
An important and often neglected third research question pertains to a 126 direct, trial-by-trial relationship of these two candidate neural measures: Do 127 changes in alpha power lateralization impact the degree to which attended and 128 ignored speech signals are neurally tracked by low-frequency cortical 129 responses? 130
Our most important final research question asked whether the observed 131 (co-)variation of alpha power and neural speech tracking of attended and 132 ignored speech would in turn allow us to predict single-trial behavioral success 133 in this challenging listening situation. In addressing these research questions, 134 we acknowledge additional, potentially detrimental influences on listening 135 success and its supporting neural strategies. These include age, hearing loss, or 136 hemispheric asymmetries in speech processing due to the well-known right-ear 137 advantage (Kimura, 1961; Broadbent and Gregory, 1964) . 138 139 Figure 1 . Schematic illustration of the research questions addressed in the present study. The dichotic listening task manipulated the attentional focus and semantic predictability of upcoming input using two separate visual cues. We investigated whether informative cues would enhance behavioral performance (Q1). In line with (Q2), we also examined the degree to which listening cues modulated the two neural measures of interest: neural tracking and lateralization of alpha power. Finally, we assessed (Q3) the co-variation of neural measures, and (Q4) their potency in predicting behavioral performance. Furthermore, we controlled for additional factors that may challenge listening success and its underlying neural strategies. 140 141 
Results

167
We recorded EEG from an age-varying sample (N=76) of healthy middle-aged 168 and older adults (39-70 years of age) who performed a challenging dichotic 169 listening task (Alavash et al., 2018) . In this linguistic variant of a classic Posner 170 paradigm, participants listened to two competing sentences spoken by the 171 same female talker, and were asked to identify the final word in one of the two 172 sentences. Importantly, sentence presentation was preceded by two visual cues. 173
First, a spatial-attention cue encouraged the use of either selective or divided 174 attention by providing informative or uninformative instructions about the to-175 be-attended, and thus later probed, ear. The second cue indicated the semantic 176 category that applied to both final target words. The provided category could 177 represent a general or specific level, thus allowing for more or less precise 178 prediction of the upcoming speech signal ( Fig. 2A, B to the presentation of sentence-final words). 276
To investigate the influence of the spatial-attention but also the 277 semantic cue on the degree of alpha power lateralization during sentence 278 presentation in more detail, we extracted single-trial average values from this 279 time window and submitted them as dependent measure to linear mixed-280 effects analysis (see Fig. 3B and Table S3 for full model details). As expected, the 281 analysis revealed a highly significant and consistent increase in alpha power 282 lateralization for informative compared to uninformative spatial cues (β=. 
Selective tracking of attended and ignored speech 323
In close correspondence with our analysis of alpha power lateralization, we 324 investigated whether changes in attentional demand and semantic 325 predictability would modulate the neural tracking of attended and ignored 326 speech. To this end, we used linear backward ('decoding') models to reconstruct 327 the onset envelopes of the to-be-attended and -ignored sentences (for 328 simplicity hereafter referred to as attended and ignored). We compared the 329 reconstructed envelopes to the envelopes of presented sentences using 330
Pearson's correlation. The resulting correlation coefficients are a measure of 331 reconstruction accuracy and serve as an indicator of how strongly the envelopes 332 of attended and ignored sentences were tracked by slow cortical responses (i.e., 333 neural tracking; see Fig. 4A and figure supplement 1). Reconstruction models 334
were trained on selective-attention trials, only, but then utilized to reconstruct 335 attended (probed) and ignored (unprobed) envelopes for both attention 336
conditions (see Methods for details). 337 Figure 4B shows the topographical distribution of regression weights 338 obtained from the linear backward models temporally aligned with the most 339 prominent deflections in the forward-transformed temporal response functions 340 (TRFs) of attended and ignored speech. We averaged models across all N=76 341 participants, and across attend-left (i.e., ignore-right) and attend-right (i.e., 342 ignore-left) trials (see Figure 4C and D, the neural tracking of attended 370 and ignored sentences varied across cue-cue combinations. We statistically 371 assessed these cue-driven modulations in two separate linear mixed-effects 372 models (see Tables S5 and S6 for 
Decoding accuracy 398
Given that our challenging listening task presented two concurrent sentences 399 that were (i) of short duration, (ii) spoken by the same female talker, (iii) highly 400 similar with respect to their onset envelopes, and (iv) presented against speech-401 shaped noise, we wished to further evaluate the potency of the employed 402 envelope reconstruction approach under such difficult conditions. To this end, 403
we examined the decoding accuracy across participants in selective-attention 404 trials (see also Fig. 4 expressed by the ALI instead (see Table S9 for details). Having established the surprising functional independence of alpha power 514 lateralization and speech tracking, the final and most important piece of our 515 investigation becomes in fact statistically more tractable: If alpha power 516 dynamics in parieto-occipital cortex, and neural speech tracking in auditory 517 cortices essentially act as two independent neural filter strategies, we can 518 proceed to probe their relative functional relevance for behavior in a factorial-519 design fashion. That is, we were interested in how far changes in listening 520 success related to the independent (i.e., as main effects) or joint influence (i.e., as 521 an interaction) of neural measures. We answered these question using the same 522 linear mixed-effects models as in testing our first research question (Q1 in Fig.1 ), 523 as well as the influence of additional factors (see Tables S1 and S2 Probed-left trials substantially increased the probability of giving a 539 correct answer for neural states of co-occurring strong alpha power 540 lateralization and strong ignored-speech tracking (Fig. 5C ). This particular brain-541 behavior relationship was highly consistent across the large sample of 542 participants, and we observed a corresponding effect in 72 out of 76 543 participants. 544
Moreover, this joint influence of alpha power lateralization (ALI) and 545 neural tracking was specific to their joint occurrence in the time window of 546 sentence presentation. We did not observe any comparable relationship of ALI 547 and neural tracking on behavior when we substituted the degree of alpha 548 power lateralization during sentence presentation for the degree of 549 lateralization during the spatial-attention cue (see Tables S10 and S11 for  550 details). 551 552
Discussion 553
In the present study, we utilized the power of a large, representative sample of 554 middle-aged and older listeners to explicitly address the question of how two 555 different neural filter strategies, typically studied in isolation, jointly shape 556 listening success. However, our analyses of trial-by-trial variation in alpha power and 590 neural tracking of attended and ignored speech revealed that the relative up-or 591 down-regulation of alpha power varied independently of the degree to which 592 the attended or the ignored sentence were neurally tracked in auditory cortex. 593
Therefore, the present results speak against a consistent, linear relationship of 594 neural filter strategies. We see instead the coexistence of two complementary 595 but independent neural solutions to the implementation of auditory selective 596 attention for the purpose of speech comprehension. 597
The proposed independence of neural filters in the current task is 598 supported by additional pieces of evidence: On the one hand, the two neural 599 measures were differentially affected by additional factors modelled in our 600
analyses: The strength of alpha power lateralization was only influenced by the 601 spatial-attention cue. By contrast, and in line with previous reports, the degree 602 of neural tracking of attended and ignored speech varied in line with both the 603 spatial-attention and semantic cue, participants' age, as well as the probed ear 604 (Sohoglu et filter strategies may depend on the level of task difficulty, overall performance in 682 this task was notably lower (~70%) than in the present study. 683
Consequently, a testable hypothesis arises: The more attentionally 684 demanding a listening situation is, the more will listening success depend on the 685 fidelity of neural filter strategies and their potential interaction. The present data 686 hold initial evidence for this assumption: The overall good behavioral 687 performance (around 90%) attests that our task had a moderate level of 688 difficulty. The joint influence of the lateralized alpha power and ignored-speech 689 speech tracking on accuracy occurred only under the relatively more 690 demanding condition, that is, when the behaviorally disadvantaged left ear was 691 probed. 692 693
Neural tracking of irrelevant speech is not irrelevant to listening success 694
A crucial finding of the present study lies in the behavioral importance of the 695 degree to which the ignored sentence was neurally tracked. This finding adds to 696 a growing body of evidence suggesting that the successful deployment of 697 auditory selective attention depends on the neural fate of both to-be-attended 698 and to-be-ignored speech signals (e.g. Melara In absence of any systematic manipulation of the signal-to-noise ratio 709 (SNR) of attended and ignored speech, the trial-by-trial differences in the probed 710 ear employed here may be likened to a shift in the subjectively perceived SNR. 711
That is, the observed right ear benefit for both accuracy and response speed 712 may in part be driven by the greater difficulty of tuning out the to-be-ignored 713 sentence when it was played to the right compared to the left ear. 714
Our data provide preliminary support for this assumption of a 715 differential neural representation of ignored speech presented to the right 716 versus the left ear (see Fig. 4 -supplements 2A, D): In attend-left/ignore-right 717 trials, we observed more selective cortical representations of attended and 718 ignored speech, crucially supported by a late distinct response to the ignored 719 speech signal. While additional research should systematically test the 720 hypothesis put forward here, our results suggest that under relatively 721 challenging listening situation (e.g., when the behaviorally disadvantages left 722 ear is probed), listening success increasingly depends on the selective neural 723 encoding of both attended and ignored speech. 724 725
Conclusion 726
In a large, representative sample of adult listeners, we have provided evidence 727 that single-trial listening success in a challenging, dual-talker acoustic 728 environment will not be meaningfully modelled when focusing on a single, one-729 to-one neural substrate alone: An attentional cue increases the engagement of 730 two distinct neural filter strategies and boosted listening success. However, 731
there was no direct link between behavioral and neural changes. Instead, the 732 observed joint influence of alpha power lateralization and ignored-speech 733 tracking in trials where the slightly speech-disadvantaged left ear was probed 734 highlights the intricate nature of this brain-behavior relationship and should 735 temper over-simplified accounts of the predictive power of neural filter 736 strategies for behavior. It also emphasizes a third major finding of this study, 737 potentially disruptive to ongoing research programs in decoding attentional 738 states from the listening brain: There is behavioral relevance to the degree of 739 neurally representing ignored speech in the cortical response. 740
Materials and Methods 741
Participants and procedure 742 Seventy-six right-handed German native speakers (median age 56 years; range 743 39-70 years; 28 males; see Fig. 1 either indicated the to-be-probed ear, thus invoking selective attention, or did 771 not provide any information about the to-be-probed ear, thus invoking divided 772 attention. Second, a semantic cue specified a general or a specific semantic 773 category for the final word of both sentences, thus allowing to utilize a semantic 774 prediction. Cue levels were fully crossed in a 2×2 design and presentation of cue 775 combinations varied on a trial-by-trial level ( Fig. 2A) . The trial structure is 776 exemplified in Figure 2B . Details on stimulus construction and recording can be 777 found in the Supplemental Information. 778
Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross in the middle 779 of the screen (jittered duration: mean 1.5 s, range 0.5-3.5 s). Next, a blank screen 780 was shown for 500 ms followed by the presentation of the spatial cue in the 781 form of a circle segmented equally into two lateral halves. In selective-attention 782 trials, one half was black, indicating the to-be-attended side, while the other half 783 was white, indicating the to-be-ignored side. In divided-attention trials, both 784 halves appeared in grey. After a blank screen of 500 ms duration, the semantic 785 cue was presented in the form of a single word that specified the semantic 786 category of both sentence-final words. The semantic category could either be 787
given at a general (natural vs. man-made) or specific level (e.g. instruments, 788 fruits, furniture) and thus provided different degrees of semantic predictability. 789
Each cue was presented for 1000 ms. 790
After a 500 ms blank-screen period, the two sentences were presented 791 dichotically along with a fixation cross displayed in the middle of the screen. 792
Finally, after a jittered retention period, a visual response array appeared on the 793 left or right side of the screen, presenting four word choices. The location of the 794 response array indicated which ear (left or right) was probed. Participants were 795 instructed to select the final word presented on the to-be-attended side using 796 the touch screen. Among the four alternative were the two actually presented 797 nouns as well as two distractor nouns from the same cued semantic category. 798
Stimulus presentation was controlled by PsychoPy (Peirce, 2007 logarithmically spaced between 90-4000 Hz), which were then summed across 917 frequencies to yield a broad-band temporal envelope. Next, the output was 918 down-sampled and low-pass filtered to match the specifics of the EEG. To derive 919 the final onset envelope to be used in linear regression, we first obtained the 920 first derivative of the envelope and set negative values to zero (half-wave 921 rectification) to yield a temporal signal with positive-only values reflecting the 922 acoustic onsets (see Fig. 4A and figure supplements To quantify how strongly the attended and ignored sentences were tracked by 974 slow cortical dynamics, at the single-subject level, we reconstructed the 975 attended and ignored envelope of a given trial using a leave-one-out cross-976 validation procedure. Following this approach, the envelopes of each trial were 977 reconstructed using the averaged reconstruction models trained on all but the 978 tested trial. For a given trial, we only used the trained models that corresponded 979 to the respective cue condition (i.e., for an attend-left/ignore-right trial we only 980 used the reconstruction models trained on the respective trials Fig. 4-supplement 1) . 986 We proceeded in a similar fashion for divided-attention trials. Since
